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01. Read the following case study and answer the questions given below.

St Helens Rheumatology - Continuously Improving Patient Care

has been a Rheumatology unit at St Helens Hospital for over 25 years. It has always been

innovative unit, constantiy looking to develop. Previous assessments carried out focused on

the unit demonstrated evidence-based practice. However, although this ensured that they

delivering high quality health care, they wished to focus more directly on the service offered

customers - the patients and their family and therefore they tumed to Customer Service

lence to help achieve this.

Helens Rheumatology is a multi-disciplinary health care team, who look after patients with

logical conditions, particulariy those u,ith inflammatorS, arthritis. They seek to put

ients at the heart of their service. Most of their patients are long term users of the service and

they wanted to know was, how well they were doing at meeting their patient's needs. The.v

an assessment tool u'hich, not only assessed n'here they were ,,now" but, also enabled them

continuousiy improve.

Journey

itially, they reviewed the standard on the Customer Sen'ice Excellence website and agreed that

seemed to be the tool which they were looking for - with its focus on the customer at the centre

the service. They ananged for an assessment body to give a presentation to all the members of
team. This confirmed that not only was this tool focused on the customet, but that the

ion it required them to provide seemed entirely relevant to their service and therefore did

feel like an added burden. The tool was practical; it enabled them to self-assess their

ilities before deciding to go for independent validation.

ing done this, they decided to seek independent validation by applying for formal

itation. They achieved certification in March 2009. "Our first objective was to assess how

our service was with the aim of identffiting areas which required improvement" said Dr

AII

, Consultant Rheumatologist.



The Standard itself...... 
'h:

Dr Abemethy commented, "'We found the Standard was very thorough and clearly identifiedlel

areas to be assessed and what evidence we needed to produce for each criterion. We cF€

immediately see that the areas to be assessed were relevant to the service which we aimerol

provide. On first reading the criteria we felt there were some that we were already achievinger

others that would require more work. None of the criteria's seemed irrelevant or pointless. file

All members of the department were involved in the preparation for the assessment. We fonnlll

groups with each group taking responsibility for one criterion, although the informationlPl

gathered from the whole tearn. We had reguiar meetings with the whole team to facilne

completion of the evidence required. This way" every member of the team was involved il

process.

" l really feel that Customer Service Excellence

Improvement"

The assessors took their time to ensure that they knew what St Helens Rheumatology serv'ices 1

all about before undertaking the initial a desktop review. They received feedback on the daytr

them know that they considered appropriate for a more detailed asseqsmdnt. Within 2 weekst 6

received written feedback detailing the areas which would be assessed by face to face meet

with service users, staff and cclleagues from other disciplines and also any areas in which fur 6

written evidence was required" "Although we were anxious about the assessment day, the asses

immediately put all the patients, staff and colleagues at ease" said Dr Abernethy, "We I

delighted to have achieved the award. We received detailed feedback on each criterion. We fa

this encouraging in the areas in which we had performed well and very useful in the areas tha

needed to develop further". 0t

Long term Impact....
St Helens Rheumatology stated - they were proud at being the first unit in the hospitai to ach

Customer Service Excellence accreditation but were also aware of the responsibility that it ca

in ensuring that they continue to provide a high-quality service. They have gained a very us

lnsight into the service that the,rr provide and have become aware of the fact that, althought

considered themselves to be a patient focused setvice, "we had to some extent assumed tha

knew what things were important to aur service users, rather than asking them what was impor

to them! Customer Service Excellence is all about continual assessment and improvement",

What the patient thinks
"Whilst the Rheumatology Dept has been working towards the Customer Service Excellr

Award I feel that patients have become better informed about the services availabie wj

Rheumatology. As a patient using the service on a regular long-term basis, the introduction

newsletter specifically for Rheumatology has been of great value. It has not only kept me infor

of services available but also has information about staff members that helps me feell

comfortable knowing who is looking after me."

ue

was the obvious next step in our continr z



What next...

4fheir assessment particularly identified the need to ask their patients what their priorities were

:opther than just assuming that they knew what they wanted. Since the assessment St Helens

.6f,heumatology have asked their patient reference group to identify the areas that are imporlant to

I F.., and are now in the process of consulting with a much wider patient group to identify
- 

batients" priorities so that they can ensure that they focus on the areas rn'hich are important. They

,rlvill then be able to survey patients to see how well they are doing in these areas and seek to

,fnprou.. In addition" they rvill continue to regularly assess performance in terms of delivery,

litfmelines s, informati on, profe s si onali sm and staff attitude.

ol
puestions

,l a) St Helens Rheumatology is a multi-disciplinar.v health care team. Based on the case study,
I what type of company is this (In-Focused Company or Customer-Focused Company)?

(02lvlarks)

b) Briefly expiainthe typical qualities that used to identify the above type of the organization?

(08 Marks)

c) Critically evaluate the Customer service exceilence of St Helenslheumatology.

d) Briefly explain how can St Helens Rheumatology ensme,ir. C.,rto*.r r"r"r"r'li"YrTf]
by taking a three-Stage Coaching Approach. (09 marks)

(Total28 Marks)

02.

a) Briefly describe the various components of Service cuiture?

b) Briefly explain the six Cs that should consider by the seruice employee

information to custorners.

(06 Marks)
when giving goocl

(06 Marks)

c) Impacts of customer selice on relationship quality is a study u,hich proposes a conceptual

model of the relationship between the oonstruct of "customer service" and the construct of
"relationship quality". Briefly explain the statement from the context of Management of
Customer Service. (06 marks)

(Total 18 Marks)



Q 03.

a) Although many companies go through the process of writing strategies for custot

service improvement, a surprising number don't seriously consider the resources thal

required to turn a strategy into a reality. Explain the four big questions that a comp

needs to consider as part of finalizing their service improvement' (09 Ma

b) service enhancers are specific moments of truth that a company select and then enhanc

create a positive impression with company customers. Briefly explain the steps that ma

the process of creating service Enhancers for a bike repairing service station'
(09 Ma

(Total lB Mal

Q 04.

a) Bridging is a three-part technique for politely steering/directing the sales conversatio;

the direction company want it to go, while retaining good rapport' Explain this statel

with a suitable example. , , 
(06 Ma

b) Findings of the studies reveals that "customers frequently fail to register their compl

at otganrzatlons". Explain the primary feasons this issue and suggest a specific comtrl

policy in detail to address this issue' (06 Ma

c) Complaints' Flandling is one of the essential piliars of customer service, customer retel

and customer delight. Briefly explain the ir.rportant aspects (dimensions) of coni

handling system for a retail bank' (06 Me

(Total 18 Ma

Q 0s.

a) Dealing with a diffrcult customet is a challenging part for many service-oriented li

.Brieflyexplainsixstepsthataretakenbythefirmstohreattheheatofadifficultcustol
(06 ]l4r

Froviding a deeper understanding of how the balance between customer needs

company benefits is achieved by taking a look at the scenario from both sides o1

equation-the bank and the customer' Briefly describe the term Customer profiling t

retail bank. (06 Mt

Every day the customer service employees face situations' when what they say to

customers makes or breaks the service interactions' Briefly illustrate the "Ten MajorD

of Customer Service". with appropriate examples' (06 M

(Total 18 Mr
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